Several decompositions of continuity each stronger than Norman Levine's are found improving results of J. Chew and J. Tong, as well as of the first two named authors above.
INTRODUCTION.
In N. Levine introduced the notions of w" continuity and weak continuity, and showed that for an arbitrary function f" X Y between topological spaces, f is continuous if and only if it is both weakly continuous and w" continuous. In [2] w" continuity was replaced in this decomposition by the strictly weaker condition local w* continuity. Later, in [3 the decomposition was strengthened further by replacing weak continuity with weak c-continuity, a condition strictly weaker than weak continuity introduced by T. Noiri [4] . More recently, in [5] local w* continuity was replaced by the strictly weaker local relative continuity which in this paper is called basic relative continuity. It is interesting that relative continuity as introduced by Chew and Tong in [6] is equivalent to Levine's w" continuity. Its real merit however, lies in the fact that its basic (or local) version can replace local w* continuity in many applications while being strictly weaker. In Section 3 of this paper, two new function conditions (.) and (**) are introduced each strictly weaker than basic relative continuity and with (**) strictly weaker than (.). It is shown that for any function f X Y, the following are equivalent.
(a) f is continuous.
(b) f is weakly continuous and satisfies (**).
(c) f is weakly a-continuous and satisfies (.).
Of course, decomposition (c) improves the aforementioned result of [5] . Most notable though is the fact that every function into a regular space satisfies (.). Results of Levine and Noiri [4] follow immediately.
That is, weakly (a-)continuous functions into regular spaces are continuous. Decomposition (b) improves a result of Chew and Tong [6] that every weakly continuous function having interiority is continuous. In Section 2 we discuss the interiority condition and a basic version. First, recall the following definitions.
, the a-space for X, has the same underlying set as X, and its topology is the smallest expansion of the topology on X for which nowhere dense subsets of X are closed, and where for each :c E X, f(:c) f'(:r). DEFINITION Weak c-continuity was introduced by Noiri [4] and studied further in [3] , and basic relative continuity was introduced in [5] under the name local relative continuity 2.
INTERIORITY OF CHEW AND TONG Throughout this paper, a function on a topological space X into a topological space Y, will be represented by f X Y, where X and Y have no particular properties unless otherwise indicated
In [6] it is shown that weak continuity together with interiority implies continuity. The reader will immediately see that the condition of interiority is equivalent to the condition that for each open set V C_ Y, f-1 (Fr(V)) N Int(f -(CI(V))) 0. The following results illustrate some of the limitations of the interiority condition THEOREM 1. Let Y be any T1 space. Then for any topological space X, and for any surjection f X Y, f has the interiority condition if and only if Y is discrete.
PROOF. If Y is discrete, then every function f" X --Y has interiority since for all V C_ Y, 
. Thus, f(X) C_ V and f is not surjective.
Hence each / Y is isolated and Y has the discrete topology. !" 1 The above argument can be adapted to yield the following results. COROLLARY 1. No function with a nondiscrete T range subspace has interiority. COROLLARY 2. The T1 range of interiority function is a discrete subspace of the codomain. Inparticular, if Y is a T1 space and f X --, Y has interiority, then f(X) is a discrete subspace of Y. THEOREM 2. Let X be nonempty and connected and let Y be a T space. Then every weakly contirmous function f X --Y having interiority is constant.
PROOF. From [6] , f is continuous so that f(X) is connected and discrete. Then each C_ f(X) is clopen (closed and open) in the subspace f(X), so that f(X) is a nonempty singleton set. l"! A less rigid condition than interiority for a function is basic interiority.
It is easy to see that for any function, weak continuity plus basic interiority implies continuity so that the result of Chew and Tong [6] is improved. A further strengthening of this result is obtained in the next section where it is shown that basic interiority can be replaced by condition (**) which is not only weaker than basic interiority but is also weaker than continuity so that a new decomposition of continuity is obtained. REMARK 2. If Y is a space such that every open set is closed, then every function f" X -, Y has interiority. If Y is a zero-dimensional space (having a basis of clopen sets), then every function f X Y has basic interiority. It will be shown by example in the next section that basic interiority is strictly weaker than interiority.
3.

IMPROVED LEVINE DECOMPOSITIONS OF CONTINUITY
Our first goal in this section is to obtain a decomposition of continuity into weak continuity plus a complementary condition weaker than basic relative continuity. If it happens that the complementary condition is satisfied by all functions whose codomain is regular, then a consequence will be the result of Norman Levine [1] that every weakly continuous function into a regular space is continuous. But first we observe perhaps the most notable consequence of (.). Therefore, Int(f-I(CI(Q))) X which is not contained in Q f-1 (Q). Thus, the example also serves to prove that basic interiority is strictly weaker than interiority. EXAMPLE 3. Let f X Y be the identity functionfrom the space X of real numbers with the discrete topology onto the usual space of real numbers Y. Since Y is regular, f has (**). However, if V is any bounded basic open subset of Y, Fr(V) # 0 so that Int(f-l(Cl(V))) f-(Cl(V)) is not a subset off-l (V).
The following decomposition of continuity improves the result of Chew and Tong [6] as well as Theorem 5 of [5] . f" (Y, t7") (Y, e) be the identity function. Then f is weakly continuous being continuous at each z Y-{V} and weakly continuous at V. But, f is not continuous at V since V q Into"f-(V) In particular, this observation makes clear the futility of looking for a continuity-complement to weak continuity weaker than (**) which would hold for all functions with codomain in a class larger than the class of regular spaces.
The above decomposition of continuity can be modified as follows. THEOREM 6. A function f X ---, Y is continuous if and only iff is weakly a-continuous and satisfies condition (.).
PROOF. The necessity is clear. For the sufficiency, let f' X Y be the function defined by f(x) f(x) for each x E X, and note that fa has (,) whenever f has (,) . If also f is weakly acominuous, then fa. X, ._, y is continuous so that by a result of Noid [4] , f" X --, Y is weakly continuous. Then by the above decomposition of continuity, f is continuous. El Theorem 6 strengthens Theorem 6 of [5] and yields the following result ofNoiri [4] .
THEOREM 7. Every weakly a-continuous function into a regular space is continuous.
